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Brief hbstrsc$ 
We present r? gener21 signature scheme which uses any 

pzir of trap-dooi peiIi>utations ( f o , f l )  for whicli it is in- 
feasible to find any 5, y with &(.) = f(2). The schcmc pos- 
s,~~,ses the novel propeity of being ro tus t  against an adap- 
tive chosen messagr attack: no adversary who first asks 
fol and then rcccives signatures for messages of his choice 
(wjiich may dcpenct on pi evious slgrl,Lt,ures seen) can later 
forge the signature of rvcn a single additional message. 

For a sprrific instance of our gcncrnl scliemc, we prove 
t h ai. 

(1) forging signatures is provably equ;valent t o  factoring] 
w l d e  

(3) adaptive chosen message atlacks are of no lielp t o  
a71 “enemy” who wishes to foige a signature. 
Such a scheme is “par:ic!ouical” since the above two properties 
lverc ?,clieved (and evclri “provcn” in the folklore) to be con- 
tra rlic tory. 

Thc iicw scheme i s  potentially practical: signing and 
vcrifying signatures are reasonably fast, and s ignalurx are 
not too long. 

__ Keywords: I_-- Cryptography, digil a1 signal,ures, factoring, 
chosen mesbagc attacks, autheritication, claw-flee pairs of 
functions, randoniizatiori. 

I. INTRODUCTION. 
The idea of a “digital signature” first appcared in Diffie 

and IIellrnan’s seininal paper, “New Dii ections in Cryptog- 
raphy”[D€I76]. They propose tha t  user A’s signature for a 
message M should be a value whicli depends on M and on 
information held secret by A such t h a t  anyone can verify 
the validit,y of A’s signature (using information published 
by A) but  no one can forge A’s signature on any messages. 
They also proposed a way of implementing signatures based 
on “trap-door functions” (see section 1I.A). 

While the notion of  a digital signature is robust, useful, 
and even legal [LI\.178, Ma791, a number of technical prob- 
l e m  arise if they are irnplernented as stiggested using trap- 
door functions; these problems ham been addressed in par t  
elscwherc. For examplc, [GFLY83] showed how to handle 

aiLitraiy or sparse mcssagcs sets ‘id k ~ o w  to ensure !ha t  
if a n  rrierny sees pieviciiis signatures it does not help hk.1 
to forge new signatures (thi4 is a so-callcJ “non-adaptive 
chosrn rncxssagz &Lark).  For furtlicr discussion sec section 
1v. 

Onc diUiculz problcm with simple trap-door pignature 
schenres is proving they are sccurc against adop~,,c chosen 
mclssagc ac?at ks, where thc crieniy cr tn  ~cqi ie , t  .,igiiatures or 
mrssnp,t>s which depend on pi eviousiy oblained sigiiaturcs. 

We present a IICV digital signature scheme that  is seem- 
i i iply LLparadoxical”, in th,it we prow tha t  forgery is equiv- 
alent to I;tctoriug, even if the rnt5m.y usrs an adaptzve chosen 
message attack. 

Urr can restate the paradox as follows: 

Any gcncral technique for forging signatures can be 
u s c d  :IS a %!ark box” in a constructiori tha t  enables 
tlic elicmy to  fdc tor one of thc signer’s pribiic mocluli 
(hr has two in our scheme), 

but  

e Thc tcchniquc a f  ‘forging” signatures b j  gctting the 
seal srgrier to play the role of the “black box” (i.e. 
getting Lhe real signer to prod lice wnie dcsiietf genuine 
signaturrs) docs ricit help t h e  cneniy to factor cithrr of 
the signer’s moduli. 

Resolving this paradox was previously believcd t,o bc irll- 
possible arid contradictory jWi80, Inislcd by Rivest]. 

From a civptographcr’s viewpoilit, the fo1lowi:ig points 
might be judged to  be c’vcn Inore significant than resolving 
the apparent paradox: 

a What  we prove to  E.e diflicult is forgeq, and not merely 
obtaining the secret trap-door information embedded 
in the signing algorithm (or obtaining an efficient 
equivalent algorithm). 

0 Forgery is proven to be difficult, for a “most general” 
enemy who can mount ail “adaptive chosen message 
attack”: an enemy who can use the real signer aa 
“an oracle” can not in tmie polynomial in the size 
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of the public keys forge a sigriature for any message 
whose signaturr was not obtained from the oracle. In 
contrast to 2 ~ 1 1  previous published work on this prob- 
lem, we prove the scheme invulnerable against such 
an “adsptivc” at tack (where each message whose sig- 
nat iue is rrqursted may depend on all signatures prc- 
viously obtained froin the oracle). We believe tha t  such 
an “ad,iptive chosen message attack” 1:) bc the most 
powcrtul attack possiblc Tor an enemy who is restricted 
during his aLtack to  using the signature scheme in :t 
natuiwl manner. 

o The piopertlcs we prove about thc new signatule 
scheme do not depend in any way on the set of nics 
sages which can bc signed or on any assumptions about 
m input probablhty distribution on the inessage set. 

0 Our scheme can be grnrralified so tha t  i t  can be based 
on “hard” problems othrr than factoring whenever one 
can create (so-called “claw-free”) pairs of trap-door 
permutations (fo, 11)  surli tha t  the liard problem is 
equivalent to  finding .c, y wlth fo(s) = f l (y)  (a “claw” 
- see Figure 1). The paradoxical nature of the 
ture schemc rema.ins. 

Figure 1. 

The scheme has a “pumping” nature: using any 

signa- 

family 
of pairs of trap-door permutations we can produce a sig- 
nature scheme tha t  is invulnerable to a chosen message at- 
tack, even if the the trap-door permutations are vulnerable 
to  a chosen message attack when used to make a trap-door 
signature scheme (see section 11). 

Fundamental ideas in the construction are the use of 
rando1ni7ation, signing by using two authentication steps 
(the first step authenticates a random value which is used 
in the second step to  authenticate the message), and the use 
of a tree-like branching authcntication structure to produce 
short signatures. 

We note tha t  because our signature scheme is ran- 
domized i t  is not  of the simple Diffie-IIellman “trap-door” 
type. (For example, a given message can have iiiany signa- 
tures.) 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Jn section 
11 we review the fundamental notions of what  i t  means to  
“break” a signature scheme and what  i t  means to “attack” 
a signature scheme. In section IIT we review more closely the 
nature of the “paradox”, and present the folklore “proof” 
t h a t  it is impossible to  have a signature scheme for which 
forgery is prcvably equivalent to factoring and which is 

sirnultancously invulncrable t,o an adaptive chosen message 
attack. In section 1V we rcview previously proposed sig- 
nature sclicmes. In scction V wc give the dctaiis of our 
proposed signature scheme, and in section VI Y,Y prove that  
i t  hay thc desired propert,ies. 

Ir-EEne&N2!%-E.oTIoNS 
To properly characterize the results of t,his paper, i t  is 

e W h a t  is a digital signature scheme? 

What, kinds of attacks can the enemy mount against a 

0 What  is rnea.nt by “breaking” the signzture scheme? 

helpful to  answer the following questions: 

digital :jignature schcnic? 

H.A. wwcr IS A DIG~TAL S~C:~W?JEE SCREME? 
A digital  signature scheme conta.ins the following com- 

e A key generalion clyorithm E( 12, k )  whiclx :XTLY user A 
can i i sc  t,o prodwe a pair (IJ${ ,  ,!!ti) of InaLchirig public 
and jecrel keys from inputs k and (randmi) input 
R. (The secret kcy is soniet,irnes called the trap-door 
information.  The parameter k is callcd the security 
parameter; a number of quantities (e.g. length of sig- 
natures, overall security) may depend on k. 

. A  message space M which is the set of messages to  
which the signature algorithm may be applied. W e  
assume here tha t  the messages are represented in some 
encoding suitable for the signature algorithm. 

0 A signaiure algorithm which produces a signature 
a ( M ,  Sa, R)  for a message M using the secret key SA 
and random input R. (This is the menzoryless model; 
it is also permissible to  have the signature algorithm 
depend on the number of messages previously signed 
and even how they were signed. The scheme proposed 
in this paper is not  memoryless.) 

e A verification predicate T ( S ,  M ,  PA) which tests whether 
S is valid signature for message M using the public key 

We note tha t  there are other kinds of “signature” prob- 
lems which are not dealt with here; the most notable be- 
ing the “contract signing problem” where two parties wish 
to  exchange their signatures to  an agreed-upon contract 
simultaneously (for example, see [EGL82]). 
II.h.1 TRAP-DOOR SIGNATURES 

ponents: 

PA. 

To create a signature scheme DiEe and Hellman proposed 
tha t  A use a “trap-door function” ,f: a function for which i t  
is easy to  evaluate f(z) for any argument x but  for which, 
given only f(z), i t  is computationally infeasible to find any 
y with f(y)  = f(z) without the secret “trap-door” infor- 
mation. Then A publishes f and anyone can validate a 
signature by checking tha t  f ( s i g n a t u r e )  = message .  Only 
A possesses the “trap-door” information allowing her to in- 
vert f :  j - ’ (message )  = s igna ture .  A trap-door permuta-  
ti0.n is a trap-door function which is one-to-one and onto; 
then any message can be signed since the domain of I-.’ 
is the entire message space. We call any signature scheme 
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that  t i t 4  into this model ( i  e. uses trap-door functions and 
signs by apply f-’ to the message) a trap-door szgnature 
s c h e m e .  

We note that  no t  all signature schemes ale trap-door 
bcheriie‘,, although most of the  proposals i n  thc literature 
are of this type. 

U.U. KINDS OF ATTACKS 
The enemy may mount an attack knowing only the real 

signer’s public key - what we call a dzrect attack. Of more 
concern, however, are what we call known or chosen mes- 
sage attacks where the enemy is able to rxamine some signa- 
tures corresponding to eitlrer known or chosen messages be- 
fore his attempt to break the scheme. (These are analogous 
to “chosen ciphertext attacks” for encryption schemes.) 

We identify the following four kinds of message attacks, 
which are characterized by how the messages whose signa- 
tures the enemy sees arc constructed. (Here we !et A denote 
the user whose signature method is being attacked.) 

Known Message Attack: The enemy sees signatures 
for a set of messages M i , . .  .,Mk. The messages are 
known to the enemy but are not in any way chosen by 
him. 

0 Gener ic  Chosen Message A t t a c k :  Here the enemy 
is a h w e d  to  obtain from A valid signatures for a 
chosen list of messages MI,.  . , h f k  before he attempts 
to  break A’s signature scheme. These messages are 
chosen by the enemy, hut they are Jixed and indepen- 
dent of A’s public key (for example the M*’s may be 
chosen at random). This attack is nonadaptive: the 
entire message list is Constructed before any signatures 
are seen. ‘rhis attack is “generic” since it does not 
depend on the A’s public key; the same attack i s  used 
against everyone. 

Di rec ted  C h o s e n  Message Attack: This is similar 
to the grneric chosen message attack, except that  the 
list of messages to be signed may depend on A’s public 
key. Eowever, i t  is still nonadaptive as before. This 
attack is “directed” against a particular user A. 

*Adaptive Chosen Message Attack: This is more 
general yet: here the enemy is also allowed to  use A as 
an “oracle”; not only may he requePt from A signatures 
of messages which depend on A’s public key but  he 
may also request signaturcs of messages which depend 
additionally on previously obtained signatures. 

We use the term “non-adaptive message attack” to 
mean a known, grneric chosen, or directed chosen message 
attack. 

IrXI-WHAT QOES IT MEAN TO ‘‘BREAK” 
A S I G N A T U R E  S C H E M E ?  

One might say tha t  the enemy has “broken” user A’s 
signature scheme if his attack allows him to do any of the 
following with a non-negligible probability: . A Total Break: Compute A’s secret trap-door infor- 

mation. 

0 Universal  Forgery:  Find an efficient signing algo- 
ritllin functionally cquivalent to A’s signing algorithm 
(based on possibly different but equivalent t,rap-door 
information). 

Selective Forgery:  Forge a signature for a particular 
message chosen n priori by the enemy. 

0 Existent ia l  Forgery: Forge a signature for at least 
one message. The enemy has no control over the mes- 
sage whose signature he obtairis, so it niay be random 
or nonsensical. Consequently this forgery may only be 
a minor nuisance to A. 

We say that  a scheme is respectively totally breakable, 
universally Jorgeable, selectively forgeable, or existentially 
forgeable if it is breakittile in one 01 the above senses. Note 
that  it is more dcsirablc to prove that  a scheme is not even 
existentially forgeable than to prove that  it is not totally 
brea.kable. The above list is not exhaustive; there niay be 
other wa.ys of “breaking” a signature scheme which fit in 
betwern those listed, or are somehow different in character. 

Our notion of forgery means that the enemy must 
produce a signature for a mcssage whose signature he was 
not given by A during his attack; it is not forgery to oh- 
tain from A a valid signature for a message and then claim 
that he has now “forgmd” that  signature, any more than 
photocopying a signed document is an instance of forgery. 

To say that the schcme is “broken”, we insist that  it be 
broken wik,h a non-negl’igible probability - for at least some 
positive fraction e of all possible public keys. 

We note here that, the c.liaracteristics of the signa.- 
ture scheme may depcxicl on its nisss:ige space in subt!e 
ways. For cxample, a scheme may be cxistentially forge- 
able for ii inessagc space MI but no1 existentially forgeable 
if restricted to a message space which is a sparse subset of 

For examples of thlc notions, scc scction IV (where we 
M1. 

review previously proposcd signature schemes). 

m. TI IF^ gNRhDOXICAL +DR@XlLEM _O_F 
PR.OVINC, SIGNATURE SCHEMES SECURE 

The paradoxical nature of signature schemes which are 
provably secure against chosen message attacks Inatle its 
first appearance in Rabin’s paper, “Digitalized Signatures 
as Intractable as Factorization”. The signature scherne 
he proposed there works as follows. User A publishes a 
number n which is the product of two large primes. To 
sign a message M ,  A computes as M’s signature one of M’s 
square roots modulo n. (When M is not a square modulo n, 
A modifies a few bits of A4 to find a nearby square.) Here 
signing is essentially just extracting square roots modulo 
n. Using the fact tha.t extracting square roots modulo n 
enables one to factor n, it follows that  selective forgery in 
Rabin’s scheme is equivalent to  factoring if the enemy is 
restricted to  at most a. known message attack. 

However, it is trule (and was noticed by Rabin) that  
an enemy might totally break the scheme using a directed 
chosen message attack. By asking A to sign a value z2 
(mod n) (where x was picked at random), the enemy would 
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obtain with probabllity 4 another sqilare root y of X’ such 
tha t  gcd(rc + y, n) was a prime factor of n. 

Rabin suggested tha t  one rould overcome this problrm 
by, for elrample, having the sigaer concatenate a falrly long 
rarldomly chosen pad U to the message before signing it. 
In this way the enemy can not force A to extract a square 
root of any particular number. 

Aowevcr, the reader may now observe tha t  the proof of 
the equivalence of selective forgery to  factoring no longer 
works for the modified scheme. Tha t  is, being able to 
selectively forge no longer enables the enemy to directly 
extract square roots and thus to factor. Of course, breaking 
this equivalence was really the whole point of making the 
modification. 

rn:&.TBL!&*Dox 
We now “prow” tha t  it is impossible to have a signature 

scherne for which i t  is both true tha t  forgery is provably 
eqiiivalent to factoring, and yet the scheme is invulnerable 
to adaptive chosen message attacks. (This is eswntially 
the aigumcnt given in [Wit301 ) Ily forgery  we mean in this 
section any of uriivcrsal, selective, or existential forgery - 
we iissume that we arc given a proof tha t  forgery of the 
spficifiec! typc is cquivalent to fartoling. 

Idrt  us begin by considering this given proof. The rnain 
part  of the proof presumably goes as follows: given a sub- 
routine for forging Signatures, a Constructive mr+hod is 
specified for factoring. (The othcr part  of the eyuivalance, 
showing tha t  factoring enables forgery, is usually easy, since 
factoring usually enables the enemy to totally break the 
scheme.) 

Rut it is trivial then to show tha t  an adaptivr chosen 
rnessage d t a c k  enablrs an enemy to totally break the 
scheme. The enemy merely executes the constructive 
method given in the proof. Whenever he needs to execute 
the forgery subroutine, he merely pel forms an “adaptive 
chosen message attack” step - getting the real user to sign a 
mcssage. In the end the unwary user has enabled the enemy 
to factor his modulus! (If the proof relates to universal or 
selective forgery, we h a w  to  get real user to sign a par- 
ticular message. If thc proof relates to  existential forgery, 
we can get him to  sign anything at all.) 

lJI.B. BREAKING THE PARADOX 
IIow can one hope t o  get around the apparent contradic- 

tory nature.; of equivalence to factoring and invulnerability 
Lo an ndaptive chosen message attack? 

A major idea in both the construction and the proof 
is the notion of “random rooting”. Each user publishes 
not only his two composite moduli n l  and n2, but also a 
“random root” Ro This value Eo IS uscd when vallciating 
the user’s signatures. The paradox IS resolved using this 
notion as follows: 

e It is provably eyi~ivalent to factoring for an enemy to  
have a unzJorm algorithm for forging; uniform in the 
sense tha t  for each pair of composite numbcrs nl and 
122 ,  if the enemy can randomly forge signatures for a 
significant frnction of the possible random roots Ro, 
then lie can factor either nl or 722. 

e The abovck proof requires tha t  the enemy be able to  
pick KO himself - the forgery subroucine is fed triples 
(nl, 772, I&)) where the Ro part  is chosen by the enemy 
according the procrdurr specifled in the constructive 
proof. Ifowever, the user has picked a fixed Ro a t  
random to put in his public file, so an adaptive chosen 
message attack will not enablr the enemy to “forge” 
signatures corresponding to  any other values of Ro. 
Thus the constructive method givcn in the proof can 
not he applied! 

N. P R E V I O U S  SIGNATURE S C H E M A  
In this section we list a number of previously proposed 

signature schemes and briefly review some facts about their 
security. 
Trap-Door S i g n a t u r e  Schemes  [DH761: Any trap-door 
signature scheme is existentially forgeable with a direct at- 
tack since a valid (message, signature) pair can be created 
by beginning with a random “signature” and applying the 
public verification algorithm to obtain the corresponding 
message. A common heuristic for handling this problem in 
practice is to require that the message space bc sparse (e.g. 
by having each message contain a reasonably long check- 
sum); in this case the proposed attack is not likely to result 
in a successful existential forgery. 
R ives t -Shami r -Ad leman  [RSA78]: The RSA scheme is 
selectively forgeable using a directed chosen message at- 
tack, since RSA is rnvltzplicatzve: the signature of a product 
is the product of the signatures. (This can be handled in 
practice as above using a sparse message space.) 

Mr rk le - I I e l lman  [MH78]: Shamir showed the basic Merklc- 
Hellman “knapsack” scheme to be universally forgeable us- 
ing just  a direct attack [Sh82]. (This scheme v a s  perhaps 
more an encryption scheme than a signature scheme, but 
had been proposed for use as a signature scheme as well.) 
R,abin - [Ra79]: As noted earlier, Rabin’s signature scheme 
is totally breakable if the enemy uses a directed chosen 
message attack. However, for non-sparse niessage spaces 
selcctive forgery is as hard as factoring if the enemy is 
restricted to a known message attack. 

_____ Wil l i ams  IWi801: This scheme is similar to Rabin’s. The 
proof tha t  selective forgery is as hard as factoring is slightly 
stronger, since here only a single instance of selective for- 
gery guarantees factbring (Rabin needed a probabilistic ar- 
gument). Williams uses effectively (as we do) thr  properties 
of numbers which are the product of a prime p E 3 (mod 8) 
and a prime q E 7 (mod 8). 
____.____. Lieberher i ,  [LiSlk This scheme is siniilar to  Itabin’s and 

S h a m i r  [Sh7€8b This knapsack-type signature scheme has 
recently been shown by Tulpan [Tu841 t o  be universally 
forgeable with a direct attack for any practical values of 
the security parameter. 

Goldwasser-Micali-Yao [GMY831: This paper presents 
two signature schemes, which are not of the trap-door type. 
These schemes have the interesting property tha t  their 

_______-_____- 

Williams’. 
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characteristics hold for a n y  message space (even a sparse 
one). The  first signature scheme presented in [GMY83] 
was proven not to be even existentially forgeable against 
a generic chosen message attack unless factoring is easy. 
However, it is not known to  what extent directed chosen 
message attacks or adaptivc chosen message attacks might 
aid an enemy in “breaking” the scheme. 

The srcond scheme presented there (based on the IlSA 
function) was also proven not to be even existentially forge- 
able against a generic chosen message attack. This scheme 
may also resist existentially forgery against an adaptive 
chosen message attack, although this has not been proven. 
(A proof would probably rcquire showing certain propertie,¶ 
about the distribution of prime numbers and making a 
stronger intractability assumption about inverting RSA.) 

By comparison, the scheme presented here is much faster, 
produces much more compact signatures, and is based on 
much simpler assumptions (only the difficulty of factoring 
or inore generally the existence of sets of claw-free pairs of 
functions). 

sucli as bit-by-bit authentication, arc used in the present 
paper. 

Ong-Schnor r -Shami r  [OSS84]: Totally breaking this 
scheme using an adaptive chosen messaxe attack has been 
shown to  be as hard as factoring. Ilowcver, Pollard [Po8-1] 
has recently been able to show tha t  the “OSS” signature 
schcrne is universally forgeable in practice using just a 
direct attack; he developed an algorithm to  forge a sigrm- 
ture for any given message without obtaining the secret 
trap-door information. A Inore recent “cubic” version has 
recently been shown to  be universally forgcitble in practice 
using just, a direct attack (also by Pollard). 

El Gamal[EGS4]: This scheme, based on the difficulty 
or computing discrete logarithms, is existentially forgeable 
with a generic message altack and selcrtivcly forgeable us- 
ing a directed chosen message attack. 

Several of the ideas and tcchniques presented in [CMY83], 

____I_I____ 

A Gei ie ra l  Scheme: It is convenient t o  present our 
scheme in a general nianner tha t  is divorced from any par- 
ticular assumptions, such as that factoring is hard. This 
clarifics the cxposition, and helps to establish the true 
generality of the proposed schcme. 

Definit ion: We define a clawfree family to be a set of pairs 
of trap-door permutations such that: 

I t  is easy, given a security parameter k, to select mem- 
bers of the family at random whicli have the given 
security parameter together with the trap-door infor- 
mation allowing inversion of the permutations chosen. 
We note tha t  the family may contain many pairs of per- 
mutations associated with a given security parameter, 
just as there are many composite numbers of a given 
length. 

*For each such pair ( f 0 , f l )  we have d o ~ n a i n ( f o )  = 

o Given R pair (fo, ,!I) of permutations from the family 
i t  is compctationally infeasible (wen by a probabilistic 
algorithm) given jlust a description of the pair to End 
any (sly) with f~(z) r= f l (y)  (a “claw” - specifically, 
x i  “f-cladJ) with a non-negligible probability. 

Wre also call each pair of permutations in thc family 
“claw-free” . 
Remark: Note tha t  if it is infeasible to find claws, then i t  
is infeasible to  invert either prrmutation, hince an inversion 
algorithm enables onc to create claws easily. It is thus 
a stronger requirement that  the pair of functions be claw- 
free than tha t  they merely be one-way in the sense that 
inversion is iiifeasible Note, for exainple, tha t  the ItSA 
functions ~O(Z) = 2” [(mod n) and fL(z) = zt  (mod n) are 
not easily invertible but are also not claw-free, since thcir 
coriiniuLativity allows one to  create claws easily. 

Remark: This is a slight grneralization of the notion of 
a “claw-free” function f (one for which both inversion is 
hard and Ending z,y with f(s) = f ( y )  is hard). This 
la t ter  notion has previously been proposed in the literature, 
arid has been proposed as the  proper notion of a one-way 
funclion. (See [Yu79, L~YI] ,  for example.) 

No ta t ion :  If (Jo,fl:) and (go,gl) arc claw-free pairs of 
functions, wc extend the nobation fi and q1 to handle the 
case i > 1 by: 

f i ( ~ 1  == f i d ( . f i d - l ( f i d - z ( - .  . ( f i L ( f i o ( ~ ) ) .  . .)) 

domain( fl). 

if i I=- i d i d - 1 . .  .ilia in binary. 
No ta t ion :  f:’ is interpreted as (fi)-’ so tha t  f i ‘ ( f i ( ~ ) )  = 

Prefix- Fr e e En codiin gs 
We will be using the mapping from i to fi’(s) w a 

one-way function, where the pair ( fo , f l )  and the value z 
were previously known or provcn to  have been produced 
by the rea1 signer. Anyone will be able to  check this result, 
since f t ( f r ‘ ( z ) )  = s. 

I t  is important fo,r this use tha t  the value i be chosen 
from a set whose elements have a prefix-free binary encod- 
ing. (An encoding scheme is prefix-free if no encoding of an 
element of the set is a prefix of the encoding of any other 
element of the set.) 1,f a prefix-free encoding scheme were 
not used, an enemy could “forge” J,’(z) from fT1(z) if the 
encoding for j is a prefix of the encoding for i. 

We do not care to  fix a particular prefix-free encoding 
for use here, but note tha t  such encodings are simplc to 
devise (e.g. code eacht 0 as 00, each 1 as 11, and terminate 
the encoding with 01). 

We do, however, introduce the notation [x] to denote 
the chosen prefix-free encoding of the integer Z. Thus, our 
basic one-way function can be represented as Jrli(x).  
Message Space: The new signature scheme can use any 
countable set as a message space, as long as a prefix-free 
encoding is used. Lik.e the schemes presented in [Gh.n83], 
the properties of tht! new scheme do not depend on the 
message space used (even if it is, say, sparse). 

5. 
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An A t o m i c  A u t h e n t i c a t i o n  Step: Given an “authenticated” (really created by Alice). Define 
qu;i.ntiLy &, we can aothcnticatc two new quantities L and 
R if fb\(Q) = L. This is done in a bi t  by Oil manner: by 
examining the bits of [RI one-by-one, we can easily colnpute 
1,. Only someone who knowns how i.o invert the fi’s could 
h a w  produccd a valid (L,  El) pair from &. (In [Gh182] and 
[GM831 very similar ideas appeared.) 
Ra.ndomization: The signer Aips coins; there are many 

Signing by Two-Step Authent , ics t ion :  Signing the i- 
t h  nicssage Mi consisth of  f i d  aut,henticating a random 
message Ri, and then authenticating the given rnessage 144 
from the random starting point R;. (This is reminiscent 
of the routing schenie for thc boolean m c u b e  proposed by 
Reif and Valiant [RV83].) 

T r e e  A.at,hc:itieation: M’c begin with an aiithc;it,icate:d 
root R:, {authenticated by being in tl:e public file), and 
from each authcnticated point Izi (resp. L;) we authenticate 

Lj = fjkJ](Li/2), if j is even; { f&(Ri-l,2), if j is odd. 

and  

Ai = (l, L 1 ) J  if j = 1; 
valid signatures for any one message. { w w j , A , j , 2 , ) ,  i f i  > 1. 

Here “Ai” is the “authenticator” for Rj; on!y Alice 
could have created i t  but  anyone can check it. The authcn.. 
t,icaiors form a c!tree-like” structure (see figure 2). 
Signature: Alice’s signature for the j -L , l !  111.3s. 

( M j , A j ,  grji , (I?j)) .  

two new values ( IJ2i+.1,  &,i+l) (resp. ( L z ; , R z ; ) ) .  Each R; 
is randornly chosen and the Li values are determined from X-Z means F ( x ) = t  
them. This defines a. tree structure on the 1,; and Ri values. 

from any node to the root is an “authentication chain” 

F 
C Y 1  

(This tree can either be grown as new signatures arc needed 
or can have a suitably large size defined initially.) A path 

which authenticates the node, assuming the root has been 
aiitAenticated. 

Random R o o t i n g :  The initial value Ro, which is placed 
in the public directory, is randomly chosen. 

Signatures: The signature for the j - t h  message Mi con- 
sists of 

f worb: 
L 

$* R o  2’ x.L3 
e2 ?TeL5+k * k 

e The message Mj itself. 

o A random quantity Rj and an authentication chain for 

.I An atomic authentication for Mj beginning at Rj. 
Thus, each message Mi is authenticated by producing a pair 

catcd in the tree structure defined above). 

Y.A. BOW T O  GENERATE KEYS 

L, 
’ L7 

it .  

(Si ,  Mi)  authenticated from Ri (which in turn is a.uthenti- CJ WbcII4: 

eR, ,sa e% ,Qq .Rs 

Each user publishes his public key, consisLing of: 

e two a d  claw-free pairs of permutations (fo, j1) and (go, gl), + p 0 a random number Ro in the range of fo and fi. 

0 0 V.B. HOW TO SIGN 0 0 0 

Implicit: User Alice has an infinite list KO, R I ,  &,, . . of 
random numbers in the range of’ fo, fi. She will use one 
such iiumber per signature, begining with Ri. In practice, 
Alice will create these iis needed rather than all at the- 
beginning. 

A u t h e n t i c a t o r s :  Alice will include Rj PLS part  of her j - th  
signa.ture,and provide an “aut.hcnticator” tha t  it is valid 

e1 q1 q 3  dq d, 
.I 

3CqJ ( R A  q = 

Figure 2. 
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V.C. How t o  Verify a S i g n a t u r e  
First, authenticate Rj using the published fi’s. 
Then, authenticate M3 using the published 9 % ’ ~ .  

V.U. EfIiciency of the P r o p o s e d  Sigr&urc_Sihcnie  

Let us assume tha t  all numbrrs 2nd messages have 
length O ( k ) ,  where k is the “security paramctcr” for the 
syslem. Thon the time to compute a signature is O(k)  
fiinc tion irivei sions (i.e. invrisions of jc, or f l ) .  

The lrnglli of the 3-th signature is 

O(log(j). k). 

VI. PROOF OF SECURITY 
We recall tha t  a signature schcme is existcntially forge- 

able if the enemy is able t o  forge any valid messsagc/signature 
pairs at ali. We also reca!I tha t  in an adaptive chosen mes- 
sage attack the enemy can use the real signer as an “oracle” 
for a while before attempting to forge a new signature. 

Theorem. The proposed signature scheme is not existen- 
tially forgeable, even if the enemy uses an adaptive chosen 
message attack. 

.___ Proof: Assume t h a t  there exists an adaptive chosen mes- 
sage attack which enables the enemy to later forge valid 
signatures. We prove tha t  this would enable an enemy to 
create an f-claw or a g-claw, or to invert one of the fi’s or 
the si’s. 

We assume tha t  the security parameter k is given. 
Choose at random a claw-free pair of functions f 0 , f i  

with the correct security parameter from the given family 
of pairs of claw-free functions, so we don’t know fT1 (i = 
0 , l ) .  We will show t h a t  the existence of the effective at tack 
by the enemy would violate the claw-freeness assumption 
for the fi’s. 

We choose gi at random with corresponding trapdoor 
information (i = 0 , l ) .  We can therefore invert each gi. 

We consider two cases and apply the presumed at tack 
to each: 

CASE 1: Apply the attack to the (f, 9) signature scheme - 
(i.e. as described above). Note that  we can “sirnulate” the 
attack (i.e. play the role of the actual signer when asked 
to  sign messages) even though we don’t know fr l ,  since 
we can a priorz create the necessary tree in the “f-world” 
using f in the forward direction only (since all nodes in 
the “f-world” are randomly chosen). So the attack can be 
executed resulting in the forgery of a new message. 

_- CASE 2: Apply the attack as in case 1, but  switching the 
roles of f and g (but  not their names). Here i t  is easy to  
simulate the attack by simulatirlg the signing of messages 
as needed, without using f,’. To do this, given a message 
M, to  sign, we can compute fiM,l(S) where S is randomly 
chosen, resulting in a value Rj .  We can then “authenticate” 
R, in the “g-world” by using g-‘ as needed. 

Lemma: A successful attack will, when it  forges its signa- 
ture, either create an f-claw, a g-claw. 

I’roof sketch: We can view the authentication structure 
produced by the legitimate signer during a chosen mes- 
sage attack as a collection of atomic authentication steps, 
each of which authenticate two values from one previously 
authenticated value. (Some of these steps are in g-world 
and some in f-world, but  it doesn’t matter here.) To forge 
a new signature means to produce new atomic authentica- 
tion steps (otherwise nothing new has been signed) which 
“link in” to values previously authenticated by the real sig- 
ner. If i t  “links in” in g-world we get a g-claw and if i t  
“links in” in f-world we get an f-claw. 

By assumption about the ways in which the fi’s and 
the g t ’ s  were chosen, the attack could not tell if it was in 
case 1 or case 2. Therefore the attack will with probabil- 
ity at least 1 / 2  (if i t  succeeds) “break” the given fi’s by 
creating an f-claw. By assumption, however, (fo, f l )  was a 
claw-free pair for which we did not know the trap-door in- 
formation. This contIadiction proves tha t  it is impossible 
to have a uniform method of forging signatures with an 
adaptive chosen signature attack. 1 

W.A. An I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  of  o u r  scheme as 
int , rnctable  as f a c t o r i n g  
The assumption of the existence of “claw-free” pairs 

was made in a general manner, and not based on any par- 
ticular number theoretic assumptions. Thus, the above 
proof of security holds even if factoring turns out to  be 
in polynomial time. However for concretely implementing 
our scheme the following is suggested. 

We first make an assumption about the intractability 
of factoring, and then exhibit a family of claw free pairs 
whose existence is thereby implied. 
N o t a t i o n :  Let HI, = { n = p . q I IpI = I Q [  = k } (the set 
of composite numbers which are the product of two k-bit 
primes), and let 
R e m a r k :  Randomly selected members of I1 seem to be 
among the “hardest” inputs for all known factoring algo- 
rithms. 

The following assumption about the intractability of 
factoring is made throughout this sectioii. 

The I n t r a c t a b i l i t y  A s s u m p t i o n  for F a c t o r i n g  (IhF): 
Let 0 < c < 1 ,  let Q be an arbitrary polynomial, and let 
c c , k  denote the minimum size of a boolean circuit tha t  can 

factor at least a frac1,ion E of the numbers in I f k .  Then 
Cc,k  > Q ( k )  for all sufficiently large k.  

Consider the sub+et B of H whose elements are the 
product of a prime p f 3 (mod 8) and prime q G 7 
(mod 8). (These numlbers were used in [Wi80, B1821.) We 
note t h a t  for n E B,: 

-1 has Jacobi symbol tl but  is not a quadratic residue 
(mod n). 

2 has Jacobi symbol -1 (and is not a quadratic residue 
(mod n)). 

Let Q, denote the set of quadratic residues (modulo n). 
Define f 0” and f 

________ 

= U k  Hk.  

as permutations of &, as follows: 
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f’;”(z) = 4s2 (mod n). 

(It is not too difficult to  prove tha t  and f are permuta- 
tions of Q, when n E Bn. See [23182j for example.) 

Claim: Under the IAF, F = { (f;, f;) I n E 13) is a claw- 
free family of permutations. 

Proof: Every x E Qn has exactly one square root E Q,, 
but  has four square roots y, -y, U), -w altogrther. Roots 
w and -tu have Jacobi symbol -1, while y and --y have 
Jacobi synibol +l. 

First 1 0  and f l  are 
permutations. Second they are trapdoor under IAF, by 
Rabin’s proof. Finally, we show that  if there clrists a fast 
algorithm that  finds 2 and y in Qn such that  y 2  3 4s2 
(mod n) then factoring is easy. Suppose such an x and y 
have been found. Then, x2 = ( 2 7 ~ ) ~  (mod n). Since x E 
Q,,Y f Qnr2 &‘Qn, we have 27~ gQn SO that  x $ k 2 y  
(mod n). Thus gcd(z+2yJ n) will produce a nontrivial factor 
of n. 
VII. Conclusions and Open Problems 

Let n E 13 and ( f $ , f T )  E F .  

0 Can a signature scheme be developcd with the properties 
of the new scheme proposed here, except that  it is 
LLmemoryless’J in the sense that  the signature algorithm 
does not depend on the number of messages previously 
signed or how they were signed? 

e It  is an open qucstion wliethcr the RSA scheme is 
universally forgeable under an adaptive chosen mes- 
sage attack. 

o Can an encryption scheme be developed for which 
decryption is provably equivalent to factoring yet for 
which an adaptive chosen ciphertext attack is of no 
help to  the enemy? 
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